GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING MANUSCRIPTS TO JARE
Contributors are requested to use the following guidelines in preparing manuscripts for submission:
1. Cover Letter. In a cover letter accompanying the manuscript, indicate (a) why the manuscript would interest
JARE readers; (b) whether the material in the manuscript (or modification thereof) has been published, is being
published, or has been submitted for publication elsewhere; (c) that the material in the manuscript, to the best
of the author's knowledge, does not infringe upon other published material protected by copyright; and (d) that
the author has read and agrees to the policy on data access and estimation procedures outlined below.
2. Data Access and Estimation Procedures. Authors should report, describe, and/or reference the complete estimation process undertaken to derive the results presented in the manuscript. This should include data documentation as well as model specifications estimated but not reported in the manuscript. Authors are expected to
make data used available at cost upon request for five years.
3. Title Page. On a separate page, provide the title of the manuscript and author(s) name(s) centered and in boldface
type. At the bottom of the same page, provide university title(s), institutional affiliation(s), acknowledgments of
colleague reviews and assistance, and institutional support as an unnumbered footnote. Do not place the name(s)
of the author(s) on the first page of the text.
4. Abstract. Include an abstract of 100 words or less, followed by up to eight key words listed alphabetically.
5. Text. Double-space all text, including the abstract, acknowledgments, endnotes, and references. Allow one inch
margins on all sides-left justified only (jagged'right).
6. Style, Grammar, and Punctuation. JARE uses The Chicago Manual of Style by the University of Chicago Press
and Webster's Third New InternationalDictionary for style, format, and spelling.
7. Endnotes. Use superior numerals in the text to correspond with the numbered material on the endnote pages
which follow the text.
8. References. List all works referred to in the text alphabetically and unnumbered on separate pages following
the last table page. See current issues of JARE for format. Textual citations require either the author's last name
within parentheses, or the author's name and year if more than one source by that author is also referenced.
9. Figuresand Tables. Place each figure and table on a separate page following the text pages. Computer generated
graphics are preferred. Refer to a current issue of JARE for correct format.
10. Mathematics. Consecutively number equations throughout the text. When displaying equations, place the equation number within parentheses flush left and the equation centered. Use italic type for all variables.
11. Publication Costs. Authors submitting manuscripts are expected to assume obligation for payment of page
charges at the time their manuscripts are published. Current page charges are $70/printed page.
12. Submissions. Send four good quality copies to the address below. Do not send a disk copy until requested
by the editor. Receipt of manuscripts will be acknowledged by return mail.
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